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I, Cedlle, wife  unto  the light  noble prince Richard  late  Duke  of

Yorke, fade:  unto  the  most  cristen  prince  my Lord and son King
Edward  the  iiijth, make  and  ordeigne  my testament my bodye
to be buded beside the body of my moost entirely best beloved Lord
and  housbond, fade:  unto  my said lorde  and  son, and in his  tumbe
within  the  collegiate church  of Foddnghay,

Thus Cecily Neville, the aged  duchess  of  York, close to death and about to
meet her  Maker, in the will  that  she asked her  confessor  and others to  witness
on the first day of  April  1495.  According to Michael Jones, however, she was
lying‘ -  twice, emphatically — for contrary to what she maintained in her  will,
she had been unfaithful to her husband for the sake of a  tall, blond archer in
France, and Edward IV was not her  husband’s  son. This  fauxpm', according to
Jones, was to pursue her and her family for the  test  of their life and it
traumatised  her youngest  son, Richard, until the day of his death on Boswonh
field.

This book  is about two things. psychology and  a  battle. Ican only discuss  a
limited number of points fromeach part, but generally speaking on the psy-
chology us arguments, to me, are as unconvincing as the evidence adduced for
the battle mm: to be compelling. To  take  the battle first. The documentary
evidence  that  the author brings to his discussion of the battle of Bosworth is
fascinating. In this part of the  book  he is obviously on his own territory, his
style is  clear  and he  expertly carries the reader along without leaving much
roomfor doubt or protest. The  relocation  of the  actual  place of conflict, sup-
ported by a map of the ‘old’ theory and the new one  I  found convincing — but
I  am not an  expert, and  others, more knowledgeable  than  I, have undermined
Jones’ evidence. Significantly, while doing so they needed words and phrases
almost identical to the  ones I  will have to use below about othermatters put
forwardin this book.2

‘  This is  what  I  have  to  infer: Jones  does not mention or use  Cecily’s  will.
2Dr  Peter  Foss' cements  in Rimnfan  Bulletin, Summer 2003, p. 29, col. 2, paragraph

2.
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the case and certainly if the  stakes  were only set at a  distance  of 250 or 300
yards fromthe French  they could scarcely have been unaware of what was
going on, either fromdirect line of sight or the noise of crashing mallets. If  this
were so would  they not have advanced as  soon as they realised what was afoot?
If, however, the  stakes had  been  set up in the  morning at a greater distance
then  the Engiish might have been able to keep the element of surprise and
provoking the French advance would have given them greater control over
events.  Many of  these  questions, even  with the massive documentation  that
survives, lack certain answers and remind us  that  when it  comes  to actual bat-
tle, tidy explanations  are the least convincing of all narratives of events.

As a  result  of the endeavours of all  those  who have worked on  this  event,
particularly through  these  two important additions to the  canon, a  much  wider
audience can try to  understand  the campaign in whole or in pm. There is, alas,
one  huge  problem with the  book  on sources, so great that it is  quite  impossible
to undersmnd how this could have arisen  — incredibly, it has no index. This
borderson the tragic in terms of the usefulness of this otherwise splendid vol—
ume and one can only hope that  if it goes  into  a paperback  that  publisher and
editors will  remedy this enormoushandicap.
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On aspects of the battle other than the site Ihave  grave  doubts  of my
own, particularly about Jones’ use of his somces. First, the all-important force

of French pikemen, whose novel methods of fighting are said to have given
Henry Tudorthe victory. The only source  for the presence of  these  pikemen
appears to be the 1897article by Alfred  Spont on the French local infantry
militia, the  franc:  arr/2m, who  ‘flourished’ from1448  to Lina  1490.3 Referring to

this secondary text  Jones claims  that a forceof a  thousand  French pikemen,
froma ‘recently disbanded war camp’ (pp. 131, 162) of  fmm: arc/1m at Pom-de-
l’Arch  in Normandy, was the backbone of Henry’s army.  This  camp, however,
had  been  disbanded in  14814 and it would have been  a  remarkable  feat  for
Henry to keep a  thousand of these infamous soldiers, aum'poltmm  qua  bmtaux
(as cowardly as they were merciless),5 under control during his years of  exile
until  he needed them.  There  is no evidence  that  the French mercenaries who
did fight at Bosworth had  anything to do with Louis  XI’s  model camp. More
importantly there  is no indication  that  they were pikemen  rather than  archers;

Jones’ pikemen are ghostly men, present only in his own mind. The Swiss,
renowned for  their  competence at handling pikes en  mam, had been sent home
in  1484  and did not retuminto French service until  1486.  The French  ‘eye-
witness’ of the battle of Bosworth quoted by Jones  -  and (carefully?) called  a
‘soldier’ (p. 165) — is taken to prove the presence of pikemen at the  battle, but
this man was actually an arr/Jar (114 can? (professional archer).‘s Spont himself
keeps much closer to the  evidence  and introduces  this  (very short) section
about Bosworth and the man in question (Colinet Leboeuf, art/Jar du camp sou:
M.  d  Exquedn) by saying that  ‘De:  amber: du calipfigun’nntplm  banarablement a‘ [a
hataille de  Bomflb...’.  He means  that  their ‘more honourable’ role at Bosworth
was in stark contrast to the plundering and taping they had been indulging in
during the preceding months in  Flanders.  Contrary to  what  Jones says we do
not  ‘know that  the French recruited by Tudor had been drilled in Swiss fashion’
(pp.  132, 166), all  that  is  known  is  that  [tuna-archer: were divided into  fow:
categories:  amber: du camp (archers), arbale‘tz’m (crossbowmen), mu4gz'm (halber-
diets) and later  lamim  or piquz'm (pikemen), and that  a  number of men from
one of  these  categories, the  arr-hm  (114 amp, were present at  Bosworth, where,

they late: claimed, they had given  Henry the victory. It is  also  not  true  that
these  men, with ‘wry humour’, called the Bosworth campaign  ‘the  English ad-

,  'La milice des francs-archers  (1448-1500)’, Revue  de:  question:  bixtoriqueJ, new  series,

vol.  59  (1897), pp.  441-89.  The letter in  French, quoted by Spont,  that is said to report
on the  battle, dated 23  August, does not  seem  to survive, but I entirely agree with Jones
that  de  Chum  (Spont’s words) probably refer  to  Leicester:  1: mm for lemma is  a  very
common mistake  with French scribes of the period.

'  Spont, p.  470.
5 Spont, p.  473.
°  Spont, p.  474.
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venture’ (p. 162); according to the evidence  they called it the  voyage
(dMng/etem)! a  common  word for  a  military expedition  and (almost) correctly
quoted by Jones himself in an earlier publication.8

If Jones’ theory about the presence of pikemen were true, it is amazing
that  captain Juan de Salagar (usually called Jean de Salazar), who had been
fighting the French for years, did not warn Richard earlier, instead of advising
him to flee when it was too late. Nor does  [epetit S alazar  cceate a link, ‘ritual’ or
otherwise, between England and Castilian military history, as Jones argues, but
his presence proves  that  there  was an exchange of military expertise between
England  and Burgundy. Salaza: had gained an outstanding reputation  in the
Low  Countries  as  a  war leader, and if  there  had been an  unusual  body of par-
ticularly dangerous men in the opposing army he would have informed the
king he was serving in  detail, including the  best way to  deal  with them.9 What-
ever happened at  Bosworth, we  have  as yet no evidence  that  Rict was the
victim  of a lack of information about new developments in military strategy on
the continent.

Whether Richard  really staged a  ‘second  coronation’ before the battle may
be  a  question of emphasis, particularly when the  most  important of the two
(and  a  half) sources  that  are supposed to suggest  this, the  mland Chronicle,
also has the unlikely and tendentious statement  that  the  king hardly managed
to have an ordinary mass  celebrated.1° The evidence for  such  a  ceremonial
crown-weaxing, though  the sourcesare said to be  ‘many’ and ‘good’, seems
actually rather  thin, however  much  one  drags  in John of Bedf0td’s sartorial
magnificence at the battle of Vemeuil in 1429(1) for comparison. It is  unlikely
that  Richmd  took  file crown of St Edwaxd along on campaign, and the pro-
cessional  cross  found in the area, though impressive, does not suggest anything
out of the ordinary. One only has to compare this cross— if comparisons are
needed  — to the numeroussaints’ relics, portable altars, chalices and  liturgical
vestments  found by the Swiss after Charles the  Bold’s  defeat at Grandson. It is
always a  mistake  to  assume  that the English  kings  were less  ‘magnificent’ than
the Burgundian  dukes  (and therefore to regard any show of splendour by Eng-
lish  princes as particularly significant).

7 Spout, p.  474, n. l.
'  In his  ‘The myth  of  1485:  did  France really put  Henry Tudor on the  throne?’, in D.

Grummitt, ed., Tl): Engfilrl)  Expm‘em‘e  in  France  1:. 1450-7558.  War; slamag' and  Cultural
Exchange, Aldershot  2002, pp.  85-105 (reviewed elsewhere in this journal), esp. 104: ugl-
age  d’engletem (the  text that  I saw reads mag:  dangletmg  Paris, Archives nationales de
France  ,1] 218, f. 11, no.  xix, line 6).

9 Salazar  obviously needs to be studied  more  closely, not least  because  he  appears  to
have  plundered my home  village in the  years before  he departed for England and Rich-
ard's service.

‘° See The Rimlian, vol. 9 (1991-93), pp.  76—78, 359-60.
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As  I  said, the first half of the  book  is abOut Richard’s psyche. Or rather, it

is about the  author’s  ideas about Richard’s obsession with his father and his
father's  death, and his reaction to the  ‘fact’ that  his brother Edward was il-

legitimate. On  Richard’s  father fixation I have nothing to say, except quoting
the  author  himself (on  another matter, p. 136):  ‘Such a  subjective question al-
ways has to be put with  caution, for we have no direct way of knowing how
Richard thOught’. As to York’s  death, we do not know how  exactly he died,

but rumoursabout treason are persistent. To give but one unusual version of
the story: Adrian de But, the Flemish monk-chronicler, who had  a  gift for ob-
taining important  news, wrote I.  1480 that  York had been killed in a Cistercian

monastery by Andrew Trollope and  that  his  head  was exhibited with the al-
most  biblical  text  Hic en“ quz' voluz't em tux  Anglomm.  Whatever the  truth  of de
But’s  version, it is likely that York’s  end was nasty and made it possible for his
friends and relations to tum him into  a  martyr. Jones  puts  Richard’s crown—
weaxing before Bosworth in this  context  - ‘family honour was now restored’ —

(and  next  compares Richard the son to George Bush Junior, :1 comparison to
which this reviewer, writing in the summer of 2003, objects in the  strongest
possible terms).  York’s  magnificent reburial  must  certainly be seen in the  con-
text  of the legitimacy of his claim to the  crown, but there is no evidence, con-

trary to what Jones  suggests, that  the reburial ‘owed  much  to the prompting of
Richard’. That Richard and not Edward himself was the chief moumer at their
famer’s  funeral  -  at  least  during the  body’s  journey fromPontefract to  Foth-
eringhay — is due to the fact that during the burial ceremony the effigy of the
dead king was felt to vie in authority with the living king, which made it impos-
sible for the latter to play a  major part. We do dot know who was the chief
moumer during the actual ceremony in the churchof Fotheringhay — except
that  Edward did offer the  mass penny, a service usually performed by the chief
moumer.

What, one may ask, is the evidence for the main thesis of this section of
the book, that  Edward was  a  bastard? The  date  of his birth, appaxently, and his
father’s  absence from his  mother’s side at the time of his conception.  I  would
be prepared to believe that ifI were given the evidence, and preferably in  such
a  way that  I  could test  it. The  statements: Historians have  underestimated  the
duration of this campaign’ (p. 49) and  ‘the  campaign was far more extensive
and Yorkdid not  return  to Cecily until after 20 August.’ (p. 67), accompanied
by references to French archival  sources  that  are not quoted or even pam-
phrased, are not sufficient and do not oblige us to believe any of this. We await

the  details.
Who, then, are Jones' real witnesses for the prosecution?  I  will  skip More’s

tendenu'ous descriptions of  Cecily Neville  in a rage. Why quote him when he
does not  even  claim  that  Cecily said Edward was illegitimate? In this context it
must  also be pointed out  that  here, as in  most  discussions of Edward’s max-
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riage to Elizabeth Woodville  — which is  what  the  duchess of Yorkis supposed
to have been so furious about, though not  enough, apparently, to forget herself
and throw her reputation to the dogs  — the reader is not reminded sufficiently
that  Elizabeth was descended from one of the  most  powerful and well
connected  families of France and ‘Burgundy’; he: proud and complicated  coat
of arms was included in the  glazing of the College at Fotheringhay -
admittedly after Cecily had left  there  in 1469. Which brings me to Jones’ next
amazing theory, that the  duchess  of  York  moved to Berkhamsted in 1469

became she had dared reveal  that  Edward was  a bastard.  The evidence  that  she
did make  such a  statement in 1469 is circular: in that  year  the accusation was
made for the  first  time  (see below) and she was ‘suddenly exiled to  a  near min
at Berkhamsted’. In fact, no later  than  1428  Berkhamsted  Castle  had been
designated  one of the winter residences of the young Henry VI, and in the
summerof  1450  and on other  occasions in the late  14505  Henry stayed there.
By 1469, according to Jones, it was no longer fit for  human habitation, a
‘crumbling and dilapidated’ (p. 74) place. In spite of this Cecily went on living
there  for another twelve years after Edward’s  death, and Richard when king
shared  her hardship (P) for five days in May 1485.11

The  first  ‘genuine’ witnesses concerning Edward’s bastaxdy are Richard
Neville, Earl of Warwick, and his coxnrade-in-arms George, Duke of Clarence,
who started the tumour in  1469. The  latter  stood to  gain  the crown of England
itself fromsuch an accusation and apparently was willing to go  a  long way to
obtain it, including almost literally selling his own mother. Next  there  is
Charles the Bold, Duke of  Burgundy, a man given to  strong statements when
enraged  — and on this  occasion  he had every reason to be furious, for Edward
had  just  deserted him for the  sake  of  a  large sum of money.12 The evidence
fromDuke  Charles  rests  on hearsay and teaches us, first, via a French courtier,
who was putting on an entertaining act for his lord and master, Louis XI of
France, and, secondly, via a renegade  Burgundian, Philippe de  Comines, who

"  Rhoda  Edwards, Tl):  Itinerag' qf King Richard III  1483-7485, Richard  III  Society
1983, p. 36.

u  The  phrase Charles  is said to have  used is  curious  and  worthy of further study.
According to Comines the  duke  qbpeL/oit k  ry d’Angletm Blgbourgm, filz d’zm mber  qm'
permit  m1 mm, at  mute: 12: marqum'e: que en ce monde i1 extoitpam'ble dire  d'bamm, literally: 'he
called the king of England Blytmgm, son of an  archer who  bore  his [112'] name, and all
the  mocking names in this world  that  one can call  a  man  by’. This  is  just  the version in
one ms, as edited by J.  Calmette, Pbib'ppe d:  Comma.  Me’mm'm, 3 vols, Paris  1965-81,
vol. 2, p. 50. It is  usually assumed  that Comines’ memoirs were  dictated, which  led to
several  confusing mistakes. In this  instance other  mss read  Blew: bargm, my borgne and
B@ bourgm, capitals being uncertain  and  v  and  b  interchangeable.  Borgne could possibly
mean ‘one-eyed’, ‘cross-eyed’ or  ‘blind’, and  m  no»: is  also  curious. Whose  name is this
referring to?
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had to justify his very existence by ridiculing his original master, Charles of
Burgundy. Louis and Charles had on previous occasions indulged in accusing
each other of  homosexuality, murderand marrying a  whore. Their evidence
need not be taken too seriously.

Equally suspect  is the testimony of Dominic  Mancini, the Italian/French
observer, the only source that  actually claims Cecily accused herself, again  in  a
rage. By the time Mancini  wrote  down the story of his adventures in  England
in  1483  for his patron, Angelo  Cato, Bishop of  Vienne  — also Comines’ patron
— he was in a position similar to Louis  XI’s  servant mentioned above: be had
‘repeatedly gone over  [the  story] in  [Cato’s] presence’. Few stories do not gain
in the telling.

Another  piece of circumstantial evidence brought forwardby Jones is the
will of Edward IV. He  says  its  executors  refused to execute it, that this was
agreed upon in the presence of, among others, Cecily of York, and  thus  ‘under
the auspices of his  mother, the right of the  late  King to determine dynastic
succession was now  undermined’ (p.  85).  The  large:  implications of what the
executors meant and of what was done or not done according to Edward’s
instructions clearly also  need  further  and more convincing research, but it is
highly unlikely that the  actual  succession was  ever  an issue in this  context, and
there are a couple minor things  that  can be pointed out here: according to the
document in the register of  Archbishop Boutchier the  executors  did not
‘refuse’ to do their  work, they ‘deferred’ taking it on, probably because of the
complications  that  any king’s  will would  cause, and Cecily was not among the
witnesses  present, though the meeting was held in her house.13

This  is a very readable book — though I am personally not convinced by
most  of its arguments  — and it will give rise to a satisfactory amount of  con-
troversy and furtherstudy. Iwish the  author  had put his notes where they are
really needed, i.e. when he  first makes  his controversial statements and the
reader is dying to know what he bases  them  on. What is also sorely missing is
extensive quotations fromthese mysterious French  sources  that  tell us  every-
thing about Richatd of York’s absence when the  fixture  Edward IV was con-
ceived.

As  a  production the  book  is pleasing to the  eye, but, as we  have  learned to
expect fromthis publishing house, the efforts to economise are obvious: few
owners of  objects or makersof photographs illustrated in the book seem to
have  been  asked  for their permission and  most  pictures are obviously ‘second-
hand", there  is no bibliography; the index is a mess; the endnotes are given in
the usual exasperating way, that is, underthe chapter number, while in the text
the chapters only have  running mm. One of the  book’s  amazing minor oddities

"  F.R.H. Du Boulay, ed., Regixtmm Thom Bourgcbier, Canterbury and York  Society
54, Oxford 1957, pp.  52-53.
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is the photograph of the carving on the misericord of Edward’s personal stall
in St George’s Chapel, Windsor, showing a  number of anned men standing
behind the  king duting his conference with Louis XI on the bridge of Pic-
quigny in  August  1475, which led to the profitable peace-treaty that Edward
regarded as the major achievement of his career.“ The caption (mis)explains
that  this ceremonial  scene  illustrates  ‘leading fromthe front’ (in battle). (I' he
incorrect  story that  Rict pointedly absented himself on  that  day is, of
course, also repeated.)

The jacket design. 15 sombre but attractive and bears witness to the author’ 5
incredibly felicitous in Jitu discovery of  a  contemporary wall  painting of the
battle of Vemeuil, which was fought fifty-five years before  Bosworth. Finally, I
am grateful to Marguet Condon for discussing various points  with me  —  and
agreeing with me!

"  See A.F.  Sutton and L.  Visser-Fuchs, ‘The  ‘Reward of Aesop' and  a  miracle of St
Osmund  in St George's Chapel, Windsor', in  Winds'or.  Meier/a! Airbag/0g, Art and
Arr/Jim of the  Thane:  Valley, ed. L.  Keen  and E.  Scarff, The British Archaeological
Association Conference Transactions 25, 2002, pp.  138-45, esp. 141; the sarne,.  ‘”Cheva.lerie

in som  panic  is worthi  forto  be comendid, and in som part to ben amendi ”: chivalry
and the  Yorkist kings’, in St George's CbapeL Windsor, in the Hfieentb Centuy, ed. C. Richmond
and E.  Scarff, Windsor 2001, pp.  107-33, esp. 117.
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